
Dragline Ventilation and Cooling

Upgrading of the machine house ventilation and filtration system from the
original/OEM system (such as upgrade to ACRAN fans) contains the inherent
risks associated with changing a system. In particular, pressurisation (dust
ingress) and cooling (heat) are not automatically improved.

i. Recent identified issues: Too high/too low Machine House
Pressurisation;

ii. Inefficient localised cooling due to hot air re-circulation;
iii. The creation of dead zones over heat critical items, especially as

RTD (resistive thermal device) fitment triggers unscheduled
downtime.

CFD models have been developed, within the industry, of the ventilation and
cooling system within a dragline machine house. The results showed a target
of at least 3m/s of forced airflow around heat generating components is
desirable. At this velocity you would expect heat convection to make
noticeable inroads into cooling compared to general buoyancy effects. Driving
as much airflow around heat generating components will maximise the cooling
capacity from the available supply airflow.
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Ventilation Audits

Each dragline is different. It is not unusual to see specific modifications to
exhaust fan layouts/speeds, or the addition/removal of louvres etc. as a result
of previously identified heating/cooling issues.

A technical review of the upgrade would generally involve:

• Assessing dragline heat loads and cooling capabilities as
overheating is likely to create unscheduled downtime during the
warmer months;

• Identify heat critical components using a thermal camera;
• Identify the optimum angle of supply air discharge to suit each

dragline;
• Predicted changes and effects to machine house pressures

(depending on the exhaust system it is important to maintain a
specific house pressurisation range for minimising dust ingress);

• Assess the position and size of exhaust fan/louvre airflows in
specific areas (i.e. consider airflow quantities to the front or the
rear, depending on cooling demand);

• Identify possible locations for additional louvres;
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Thermal Imagery

Thermal imagery is very useful in finding critical components requiring
additional cooling for a specific dragline (and usually coincides with low airflow
regions).

Areas that show high heat flux output tend to be:

• MG sets regions with low airflow (typically the end areas);
• Gearboxes (especially the front drag);

The blowers on the drag and hoist motors appear to control temperatures
reasonably well (although there is a history of overheating alarms at hoist
motors, as these motors tend to work harder).

As an example the following was recorded on a BE1370 in Central QLD,
which identified a particular MG set that was ‘working hard’ requiring
additional airflow.
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The benefits of improved cooling upgrades can be shown in the thermal
images below.

Improved cooling reduces thermal stresses and subsequent degradation of
commutation components at DC motors as well as improving the life of
gearbox oils. The following image shows thermal fatigue failure at an MG set.
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Supply Airflow and Filtration Improvements

ACARP studies have shown that dust entering the machine house can be
reduced by up to 4 – 5 times through cleaning of the Dynavane filter elements.
An image of blocked filter elements is shown. This is typically reflected as
poor supply airflow and machine house pressure.

CMP Engineers has a large database of information on dragline ventilation
system performance within the industry and can use this to compare the
supply airflow volumes and house pressures, which can provide an indication
on the degree of Dynavane cell blockage. Reduced dust improves operating
environment, life of electrical components, cleaner lubricants etc.
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Turnkey Solutions
Loadquip is the manufacturing arm of CMP Engineers
which supplies products  nationally and internationally
for mining and heavy industry.
 
Through  Loadquip,  CMP  Engineers can offer turnkey
solutions, completing projects from initial specification
through fabrication, to on-site commisioning. 
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